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I HAD occasion to consider that it is a weighty thing to speak much in large 
meetings for business, for except our 
minds are rightly prepared, and we 
clearly understand the case we speak to, 
instead of forwarding, we hinder busi-
ness and make more labor for those on 
whom the burden of the work is laid . . . 
If selfish views or a partial spirit have 
any room in our minds, we are unfit for 
the Lord's work; if we have a clear pros-
pect of the business, and proper weight 
on our minds to speak, we should avoid 
endless apologies and repetitions . . . 
Where people are gathered from far, and 
adjourning a meeting of business is at-
tended with great difficulty, it behoves 
all to be cautious how they detain a 
meeting, especially when they have sat 
six or seven hours and have a great dis-
tance to ride home." 
This quote given by Bishop E. J. 
Swalm, Moderator of the 90th General 
conference, convening in Upland, Cali-
fornia, served as part of the guidance and 
instruction for the business sessions. 
After singing together, "We Join to 
Worship Thee, O God," the Moderator 
led in a devotional meditation based on 
Philippians 1:27. Using as a theme, 
"Striving Together for the Faith of the 
Gospel," Bro. Swalm emphasized areas 
of concern: 
1. We should be consistent in our con-
duct. He pointed out that theory and 
practice do not always coincide. 
2. Christians should be courageous in 
conflict; adversaries need not terrify 
Christians. 
3. There is a call for Christ-likeness 
in our communion one with another. 
Even though sharp differences may be in 
evidence, fellowship should not be hin-
dered. The speaker emphasized that a 
"tremendous amount of ego hangs around 
division." 
Orville Butcher, for five years an as-
sistant to Dr. Paul Rees, Minneapolis, 
Minn., now pastoring a church in San 
Diego, Calif., was guest speaker for 
Saturday. His ministry, accompanied by 
special numbers as a soloist, was much 
appreciated. Of special interest was a 
report on the church in San Diego where 
he launched a new work in 1954. Sun-
day School attendance now averages 
better than 500, while morning worship 
has about 400 in attendance. 
Friday was Women's Missionary 
Prayer Circle day with morning and 
afternoon sessions conducted in the col-
lege chapel. Their project for the year 
was $4,000.00 toward the opening of the 
new work in New York City. After re-
ceiving an offering, a check for $4,715.85 
was turned over to the Board for Home 
Missions and Extension. 
Peace, Relief and Service Committee 
reported on a staff of 18, comprised of 
1-W and Voluntary Service personnel. 
Norman and Eunice Wingert will be re-
tiring from service in Hong Kong while 
Walter and Rachel Martin and their 
daughter Marilyn are leaving for Jordan 
in July. As released earlier, Henry N. 
Hostetter, Executive Secretary of For-
eign Missions, will be in Africa for a 
special peace ministry the last half of 
1960. Seven new recruits were assigned 
to work on Foreign Mission Fields. 
Of the five quiz teams—Mt. Pleasant 
from the Atlantic Conference; Grantham 
of the Allegheny Conference; Indiana 
from the Central Conference Area; Des 
Moines from the Midwest and Upland 
representing the Pacific Conference—Mt. 
Pleasant and Upland went to the finals 
on Saturday evening. Mt. Pleasant 
emerged for the second time as the na-
tional winning team. 
"We make a mistake in imagin-
ing that his [Paul's] great mission-
ary journeys were flying evangelis-
tic campaigns from city to city. As 
a matter of fact, he resided one 
year and a half at Corinth, two 
years at Rome, and three years at 
Ephesus; and while he made a few 
public addresses, the greater part 
of his ministry was the instruction 
of small groups in houses rather 
than in auditoriums. In the brief 
accounts which we have of his ac-
tivities, Paul shows the marks of a 
master-teacher. The first eight 
chapters of his epistle to the Rom-
ans disclose a teaching situation 
which Paul must have gone over 
again and again . . . 
"Indeed, there is no question but 
that the teacher was the central 
figure of the first century Church." 
—C. H. Benson 
Sunday afternoon mission rallies were 
warm and inspiring. The following tak-
en from a letter to the editor by Larry 
Ward of World Vision Inc., who was 
present for the rally, is significant: "To 
me, one of the most moving moments 
was when that impromptu missionary 
choir sang. What a thrilling thing to re-
flect that those who implored 'Lord of 
Harvest, send us reapers' knew what 
they were singing—knew the need, knew 
the price that would have to be paid, and 
no doubt in many cases, knew that their 
days of active service were over and 
that some other 'reapers' would have to 
take over their tasks and finish the job 
in their places. I shall never forget it." 
The Budget Committee reported total 
giving averaged $168.00 per member-
aggregating $1,339,968.00 for the last 
fiscal year. A total of $155,322.00, or 
11.6% of all contributions was given to 
Foreign Missions. Sixteen years ago, 
•1944, 53% of our total contributions 
were used in local church operations and 
47% for general church operations. In 
1959, 73% of our contributions were 
used for the local church and 27% for 
general church operations. Church 
building and pastoral support have 
largely been responsible for the increased 
need on the local level. 
The Manual of Doctrine and Govern-
ment was given its second consideration. 
A few amendments to the "A" sections, 
having to do with the legal aspects of 
property control and certain jurisdic-
tional oversight of the Board of Bishops, 
will need a second ratification at the 
next General Conference. This delays 
the final printing of the Manual for one 
year. Opportunity was given for con-
sideration of any section of the Manual. 
Calls for any further change will now be 
channeled according to regular proce-
dures. 
An interpretation and evaluation of 
the General Conference is planned for 
the next issue of the Evangelical Visitor. 
- j . x. H. 
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Because the holiness message in camp 
meeting atmosphere is made most clear 
and pungent. This is the result of 
preaching by camp leaders, Bible teach-
ers, and evangelists who themselves are 
unconfused and unconfusing in their 
personal experience and in their the-
ology. Again, the experiences of justi-
fication and sanctification are held con-
stantly in contrast and complement to 
each other. The new-born are urged 
and led unto entire sanctification in 
keeping with God's design for every be-
OPPORTUNITY-WISE 
Beyond the possibility of the most of 
our local congregations, our camps at-
tract and engage a wide range of ex-
cellent quality speakers from both with-
in and without our denominational boun-
daries. Our church needs this kind of 
experience. Men of genuine holiness 
persuasion from other holiness denomi-
nations, and men from various parts of 
the world geographically add to our own 
concepts. To hear high-caliber men 
from other churches preach the doctrine 
The Place of a Holiness Camp 
in the Church's Program 
RECENTLY the Chilean earthquake demonstrated the power and effect of 
a mighty, natural phenomenon. It set 
in motion tidal waves that wrought 
havoc and terror clear across the vast 
Pacific ocean. Men were awestruck. It 
was a force that had to be reckoned with 
in spite of personal choices. 
As much and more can be said of the 
outreach impact of the holiness move-
ment in the Brethren in Christ Church. 
Less than seventy-five years ago the mes-
sage of entire sanctification reached our 
church in terms of a well-defined the-
ology and as a second definite crisis ex-
perience in the lives of believers. Spirit-
anointing, a personal Pentecost, was dis-
covered to be a Scriptural requisite to 
victorious and effective living and for 
entering heaven at the close of one's 
earthly day. 
This message was preached near and 
far before 1936, but it was then that the 
church's first holiness camp meeting was 
started at Roxbury, Penna. Now, twenty-
five years later, camps under Brethren 
in Christ auspices, are conducted at 
Niagara Christian College at Fort Erie, 
Ontario: one at Memorial Holiness 
Camp at West Milton, Ohio, and one at 
Abilene, Kansas, in addition to the one 
at Roxbury. 
One might ask, "What difference does 
the camp movement make in the 
church?" The question is more simple 
than the answer, but several observa-
tions will follow. 
MESSAGE-WISE 
In defining sin and its subtle conse-
quences, our holiness camps are capable 
of doing a more thorough job than our 
congregations. In indicating God's 
remedy for both sinful practices and de-
liverance from the sin nature, our camps 
excel. In respect to continuous every-
day victory, our camps provide a maxi-
mum helpfulness. Why? 
Luke L. Keefer 
liever. The pure heart and Spirit-con-
trolled life are constantly emphasized as 
the godly guarantee of freedom from 
worldliness and as a requisite for preser-
vation of body, soul and spirit unto the 
coming of the Lord. And all of these 
things are enriched by the inclusion of 
more persons, a wider range of exper-
iences, and a greater spiritual poise and 
discernment on the part of persons who 
direct the camps. An atmosphere more 
pregnant with prayer and intercession 
is more possible in camps than is pos-
sible within the restricted limitations of 
any one congregation. 
CLINIC-WISE 
Many persons have attended one of 
our camps to receive specific spiritual 
help. Some do so as a result of non-
holiness preaching at home; some be-
cause of the illogical and personal-con-
cept preaching of the holiness message 
at home; some because of the lack of 
personal-worker help necessary to their 
"getting through" to God; still others be-
cause of the distractions of daily duties 
at home which prevent their waiting up-
on God; and, better yet, many come be-
cause of simply wanting to know God in 
His fulness, without any of the above 
being true in their case. 
Our holiness camps add spiritual bene-
fits to these persons through experienced 
worker and counselor consultations. 
Believers are schooled, and at the 
same time disciplined, in the practices of 
devotion and prayer in our camp at-
mosphere and through fasting, prayer 
and Bible study periods in the camp 
program. Camps seem to be the con-
centration of all the spiritual emphases 
and, as such, they reach the persons who 
it seems can be affected only under such 
circumstances. Medically speaking, some 
persons need double-strength closes of 
spiritual power before they benefit at all. 
of holiness as we believe it, helps us to 
know that the message is Bible-founded 
and God-anointed, and that it is not 
merely something that we believe as a 
distinctive denomination. Again, we 
must be made to realize the acute spirit-
ual need of souls around the world. 
(Thanks to our missions day at Camp). 
Both vision and call are experienced un-
der such a setting. 
Mention must be made of the special 
ministers' meetings and workers' meet-
ings held at our camps. In each case, 
special instructions and discussions af-
ford personal improvement opportunity 
for those attending. 
Of similar, and perhaps surpassing 
importance, is the work and effect of the 
children and teen-age camp experiences 
in connection with our adult camp pro-
gram. It must be remembered that the 
child is not responsible for the environ-
ment in which he finds himself. Teen-
agers without help cannot develop sta-
bility of conscience and conduct. The 
child and the teen-ager, tomorrow's 
church, must be taught rightly in holi-
ness doctrine. Both must share in and 
absorb the atmosphere of worship and 
devotion, prayer and praise, vision and 
service in the framework of Bible holi-
ness. This is a function and blessing of 
our camps. (Could it be that families 
who do not attend our camps might jeo-
pardize their holiness experience and 
message in days to come?) Children 
must be subjected to the program of pro-
moting the holiness message of our 
church—they are subjected to detri-
mental trends daily. For the church, it 
is holiness, or else. 
To completely present the place of 
holiness camps in our church's program, 
mention must be made of aspects of 
benefit that accrue to the church other 
than the theological prospects. 
(Continued on page five) 
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The Place of a Holiness Camp 
in the Church's Program 
Carl J. Ulery 
HABAKKUK'S vision for Israel was, "Re-vive thy work in the midst of the 
years." Holiness Camps have been an 
instrument in the hands of God to main-
tain a holiness emphasis. This has been 
true in other denominational groups. 
Complacency is ever a tool of the enemy. 
We need to be alert to the fact "That 
which has life can die." Church history 
has taught us that periodically churches 
need a reviving and a renewing of Holy 
Ghost power and fire. 
Our Brethren in Christ Camps, stra-
tegically located throughout our brother-
hood, have had a most salutary influence 
on the spiritual tide of our churches. 
Having been closely associated with one 
camp for sixteen years, and visiting other 
camps, I would like to point out areas 
of benefit. 
FELLOWSHIP 
Camps are fellowships of believers. 
What an excellent opportunity for those 
of like precious faith to meet together 
for continuous days of deep teaching on 
holiness themes. In local services one 
good sermon can pass us by without 
making the proper impression because of 
the intervening time before the next 
one. In camps we have a concentrated 
teaching ministry which gives the Holy 
Spirit an opportunity to deal with indi-
viduals such as is often not the case in 
our local settings. We need this type 
of spiritual atmosphere to meet specific 
spiritual lacks. 
I do not believe it is possible to over-
emphasize the teaching of Bible holiness 
and the practical aspects of Christian 
life and service. Great spiritual need is 
in evidence all about us. The deepen-
ing of Christian experience can best be 
obtained when one is under the influence 
of constant and prolonged Bible teach-
ing.- I am speaking of the pure and un-
adulterated teaching on holiness—the 
kind that brings the life to a constant 
daily walk with God and an influence 
which reaches out among our fellow 
men. 
ACTIVITIES 
Camps provide emphasis on the vari-
ous facets of the church's program with 
a holiness background. The blessing of 
a well-balanced ministry during this 
period brings a teaching ministry in the 
fields of divine healing and benevolence. 
Continuous days of prevailing, believing 
prayer bring faith for healing. They 
cause greater concern for the needy 
throughout the brotherhood. The im-
pact of the evangelistic themes in con-
nection with Bible doctrine brings sin-
ner, backslider and saint face to face 
with realities, and makes it easy for the 
Holy Spirit to open hearts to obey God. 
The value of missions is twofold. The 
holiness camp meeting is a wonderful 
place for the missionary on furlough to 
be spiritually refreshed; a place for 
Christian fellowship he has been denied 
on the "battlefield," a place to share his 
burden for the lost of earth. On the 
other hand the sessions set apart for 
world vision in outreach provide incen-
tives for more dedicated Christian lives 
on the part of the home church, as well 
as the sharing of income to carry on 
mission work. 
The strong prayer emphasis and bur-
den for the spiritual tide of our camps 
have been outstanding in the past years. 
This also has a twofold blessing. Those 
coming to camp with a rather weak 
prayer life can associate with others who 
have learned the secret of really contact-
ing heaven and thus take forward steps 
in" intercession. Then there are people 
who come realizing they have a spiritual 
need and yet not able to reach a soul-
satisfying experience. With the prayer 
atmosphere, including prayer chains, 
prayer groups and secret prayer with 
fasting, many seeking hearts realize the 
fulfillment of a long-felt need. 
YOUTH 
This holy atmosphere reaches into the 
youth program. Never before have there 
been so many stresses, such influences to 
worldliness, so many inducements to 
pleasure in the world for young people. 
With all these things to draw them away 
from God, a holiness camp meeting be-
comes essential. It is a time for them to 
think seriously, a time to definitely de-
cide for Christ. With the well planned 
programs now provided in our camps, 
the blessings to youth have been num-
berless the past number of years. 
And what of the children? Talented 
workers that know how to present the 
Gospel in a way that the little ones can 
grasp it, that make Bible memory verses 
really live in little hearts, that teach 
hymns and choruses, have made the holi-
ness camp meeting a place that children 
cherish. 
What an excellent place for family 
groups to assemble for days of spiritual 
refreshing! The programs provide inter-
est for the youngest to the oldest. Those 
that have not had the blessing of attend-
ing our camps should make it a must 
in their summer planning. Untold bene-
fits are derived in the midst of the age 
in which we now live. We need em-
The Memorial Holiness Camp tabernacle near West Milton. Ohio. 
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phases which tend to touch and deepen 
our affection and love for spiritual values. 
Since through our camps we are 
brought together from many areas there 
is the unifying influence in doctrinal 
teaching on holiness. This year could 
be most significant to the spiritual prog-
ress of a believer if he is brought under 
the influence of such an atmosphere. It 
becomes a contagion which takes hold 
of the very heart of a person as he sits in 
the midst of pure, unadulterated Gospel 
truth. 
Finally, I believe holiness camps are 
a preserving influence in the life of our 
church to maintain the holiness position, 
not only from a doctrinal position, but 
the experience as well. 
Springfield, Ohio, Bishop of the Cen-
tral Conference 
The Place of a Holiness 
Camp 
(Continued from page three) 
It would be difficult to estimate the 
effect that the preaching at our camps 
has on the church as a whole in the de-
velopment of uniformity of doctrinal and 
practical views of holiness. This same-
ness of conscience works spiritual and 
community strength and affords us an 
effective witness to those around us. It 
is also true that the individual, when 
worshipping with the larger camp group, 
learns to be, consistent in the manner of 
outwardly expressing inner joys. Illogical 
and fleshly manifestations are disciplined 
by the deep moving of the Holy Spirit 
among the saints. 
Then, too, there is an invaluable bless-
ing connected with the social develop-
ment in our camp life. People get 
acquainted, congregations are tied to-
gether and inter-church and interde-
nominational relations are established. 
This is desirable. 
Considering the revival of saints, the 
salvation of sinners, the sanctification of 
believers, the calls to Christian service, 
the unifying of faith and practice, the 
bonds of friendship, and the strength of 
attractively presenting the holiness wit-
ness, we must conclude that our holi-
ness camps are a spiritual necessity in 
the Brethren in Christ Church. 
Millersburg, Pa., Pastor of Free Grace 
Church 
Unto Life Eternal 
Dr. Herbert Lockyer once said: "The 
difference between catching fish and 
catching men is that when you catch a 
fish, which is alive, it dies; but when you 
catch a man, who is dead in sin, he lives*" 
Group of girls during a devotional period at Kenbrook Bible Camp. 
A Youth Camp 
Stanley Long 
A first failure is often a blessing. 
SHOULD I send Nancy and Ned to a church camp this summer? Should 
I encourage the children in my Sunday 
school to attend a church camp? 
One Mother has said, "One week at a 
Christian camp is worth a year in the 
Sunday school." Whether or not this is 
fully true, we do know that boys and 
girls are influenced greatly by the Chris-
tian summer camp. 
You may ask, "Why is this?" It is be-
cause of the influence of new environ-
ment, interested counsellors and a 
planned and varied program. 
The day-long program consisting of 
Bible Study, hand craft and recreation 
tie together around one central theme— 
the Way of Christ. At night the chil-
dren gather around the camp fire and 
are given the opportunity to express their 
experiences. Testimonies are given that 
affect boys and girls of their own age 
much more than do most sermons. 
In a survey made from over thirteen 
hundred people, concerning opportuni-
ties of worship and fellowship which 
provided a lasting spiritual challenge, 
the summer camp was rated the highest. 
Since the Brethren in Christ Church 
has its own Sunday schools and Vacation 
Bible Schools which are avenues of 
Christian training for children and youth, 
the idea was proposed that a camp proj-
ect be launched where our fundamental 
doctrines are taught and where our Ar-
ticles of Faith are established. It was 
with this purpose in mind that a Summer 
Bible Camp for children was founded in 
the summer of 1949. 
The idea was conceived at a class 
meeting of the Loyalteers Sunday School 
Class of the Fairland Brethren in Christ 
Church, Cleona, Pa. The nine Brethren 
in Christ men of the class became the 
first board of directors. To become an 
active member of this non-profit corpor-
ation, one has to be a member of the 
Brethren in Christ Church and make a 
donation of not less than one hundred 
dollars. Those who give less are con-
sidered associated members. At present 
in the organization are about seventy 
active members throughout the Brethren 
in Christ Church. 
The name "Kenbrook" was chosen, 
meaning "A place by the brook where 
boys and girls learn to know and under-
stand the Scriptures." This pleasant 
place is secluded on a fifty-six acre tract 
of woodland along the Little Swartara 
Creek, south of the ranges of the Blue 
Ridge Mountains and five miles north 
of Lebanon, Pa. 
As we approach Kenbrook and go up 
the winding drive, we can see how close-
ly we'll be living in God's great "out-of-
doors." The main "cozy" lodge faces us. 
A few hundred feet in front of the lodge 
flows the Little Swartara. Surrounding 
the lodge are two staff quarters, behind 
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the lodge are the steps to "Cabin Row,'' 
sixty of them. (See cover photo.) 
The camp consists of three weeks for 
boys followed by three weeks for girls, 
with the program geared to each age 
group. The camp can accommodate 
sixty campers per week. 
A day at Kenbrook is started on the 
hillside, seated on rocks listening to 
"Morning Watch," a devotional period 
which is conducted over the loudspeaker 
by one of the staff. 
Then to breakfast. Campers at Ken-
brook are always well fed. Our motto 
is "good food and plenty of it." 
The morning program includes Ad-
venture in Bible Study. Boys and girls 
read from the Word, memorize Bible 
verses and have quizzes which add to an 
enriching Bible class out under the 
"Hemlocks." The Scripture Press Graded 
Camp Course, "Outdoors With Christ," 
is used as a course of study. 
Nature Study is another class and the 
variety of things to do is as great as the 
variety of nature herself. You may col-
lect and study turtles, insects or even 
plants and flowers. 
And then comes Handicraft. You may 
paint or carve designs on trays or work 
with plastic, wood or leather. The Craft 
House is constructed so all the window-
doors on all sides can be opened to let 
in the bright sunshine and let the fra-
grant air of nature flow through. 
It's dinner time, and after an inspec-
tion of hands by the nurse, the children 
file to the attractive dining room. In 
the kitchen, delicious and wholesome 
"camp-cooked" meals are prepared. 
Every one knows how good fried chick-
en is, but it tastes twice as good in the 
rustic dining room here at Kenbrook. 
Afternoon activity may include boat-
ing, soft ball, badminton, volley ball or 
a splash in the swimming pool. A field 
day is held one afternoon each week. 
Hiking is a great sport at Kenbrook. 
It may be the "Old Wagon Trail" or 
over the "Lonesome Pine Trail" which 
starts in front of the Lodge, winds up a 
hill and finally brings us to a clearing in 
the' woods which has been prepared as 
a soft ball diamond and track field. 
Evening Vespers is an inspirational 
time of meditation which is sometimes 
held at "Hemlock," or in the woods or 
sometimes on the "Old Bridge." 
The evening activities come to a cli-
max on Friday night as the religious 
director gives an opportunity for every 
camper to accept the challenge and make 
a noble decision for Christ. The Lord 
is faithful and numbers of children have 
given their hearts to the Lord. Later in 
the evening opportunity is given for ex-
pression around the camp fire. 
Just before bedtime, the campers en-
joy an evening snack. These refresh-
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Landis 
ments are furnished by friends of Ken-
brook. Bedtime devotions provide a 
final pause in the busy day for spiritual 
nourishment as the counsellors, with 
their individual cabin groups, read a 
passage from the Bible and then say a 
special "thank you" to God for such a 
wonderful day. 
A unique experience before retiring, 
enjoyed by all, is the singing of taps 
from one cabin to another. 
Finally, as night comes on and the 
lodge lights yet burn, the evening story 
comes over the loudspeaker through the 
crisp night air. 
e # a 
This was Ned's first real venture away 
from home, the first time he is respon-
sible for himself. It was a week of good 
physical, intellectual, social and spiritual 
growth. 
6 e o 
Kenbrook is not only a place for boys 
and girls, but its facilities are enjoyed by 
groups from the Atlantic and Allegheny 
Regional Conferences. The Messiah Col-
lege Faculty Retreat is an annual occa-
sion. The Atlantic Regional Pastors' Re-
treat is held at Kenbrook. 
In answer to prayer we have a fine 
consecrated staff who are eagerly look-
ing forward to serving the Lord and the 
dear children during the coming sum-
mer. 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hastings 
Howard Landis will serve as camp di-
rector for his third consecutive year. Mrs. 
Landis will serve as camp matron and 
nurse. Paul Hastings will return this 
year as religious director. Mrs. Hast-
ings will serve as cook, assisted by Miss 
Miriam Frey. Miss Feme Wenger will 
serve as Crafts Instructor. A fine group 
of consecrated counsellors will also serve. 
It is not too late to register your boy 
or girl for the 1960 camp season. If 
you do not have a child of camp age, 
why not sponsor a needy boy or girl from 
your Sunday school. Your pastor will 
have literature concerning Kenbrook, or 
write to Kenbrook Bible Camp, Lebanon, 
Pa., Route 3. When you think of Ken-
brook, think of three things: pray—for 




June 25 to July 2 
ages 8, 9, 10 
July 2 to July 9 
ages 11 and 12 
July 9 to July 16 
ages 13,14 and 15 
GIRLS 
July 16 to July 23 
ages 8, 9", 10 
July 23 to July 30 
ages 11 and 12 
July 30 to August 6 
ages 13, 14 and 15 
C A M P RATES 
The cost for one week of camp is $17.00. 
Two dollars ($2.00) payable at the 
time of application; balance ($15.00) is 
payable upon arrival at camp. 
Boys and Girls Christ for 
for Christ Boys and Girls 
(6) Evangelical Visitor 
MISSIONS 
" . . . we are still warmed by the 




"Unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of righteousness arise 
Easter Sunrise services in a Hagi park. An empty Cross is there! 
GOOD Friday evening around thirty Christians met in precious fellow-
ship for feet-washing and communion 
service. Two Christians from Senzaki 
and John and Lucille Graybill came to 
join the Hagi group. I gave a short mes-
sage on the meaning of the feet-wash-
ing ceremony; John explained the sym-
bolism of the bread and wine; and Doyle 
led the communion service. We read 
together several chapters and really took 
time to meditate on the Atonement. 
John, Lucille, Doyle, and two Hagi 
young women formed a quintet for the 
first special singing of its kind in the 
Hagi church. 
But the crowning event of the evening 
occurred just before the sharing of the 
emblems when a young man who had 
confessed faith several months ago in 
prayer meeting, and a young lady, con-
tacted through Doyle's Bible study at the 
T.B. hospital last year, publicly con-
fessed Christ as Saviour and their de-
termination to receive baptism at the 
earliest opportunity and then requested 
to take communion with the rest. A 
number of spontaneous, heart-felt pray-
ers of joy and faith followed, as these 
two were received among us and counted 
as one of His Body. It was close to 
eleven o'clock before the service ended, 
but we were the stronger for having tak-
en time to share the life of Him who died 
for us. 
EASTER SUNDAY MORNING 
At 5:30, it was still raining and our. 
spirits dampened somewhat; but no rain 
fell after we left the house. For this we 
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gave thanks! Almost fifty people, in-
cluding children, gathered at the park 
of the castle ruins to hold the service of 
resurrection joy before the empty cross 
symbolizing our redemption. The high 
school Bible classes gave special music. 
Doyle gave a brief meditation followed 
by radiant testimonies on the theme, 
"How I know that Jesus is alive in my 
life." 
The Easter worship service was truly 
the crowning service. I counted seventy-
two pairs of shoes in the entrance room 
of the church. Counting shoes is much 
more accurate than counting noses, for 
shoes don't move around without people 
in them! This is the highest attendance 
ever for a worship service. There were 
many people at church for the very first 
time. The high school people sang again 
as did the quintet of missionaries and 
two girls, and the Easter scriptures were 
read. For many of the students this was 
their first time in a regular worship serv-
ice. We pray that they will be drawn to 
come again and again. 
But the most precious fact of the 
morning was the presence of the Holy 
Spirit in an unusual manner. Doyle 
spoke with unction. There was not the 
usual halting and pausing that marks 
the foreign speaker of Japanese. After-
wards we thought of it as a special "gift 
of tongues"' so that everyone present 
might hear and understand how the 
Resurrection of Jesus Christ was God's 
seal that His sacrifice was forever com-
plete and sufficient, and that we can rest 
upon Him as our deliverer from sin and 
death and Hell. 
FLASHBACK 
from the Jubilee brochure re-
porting on 7898 - 7948 in 
the Rhodesias 
THROUGH the past fifty years it has been the aim of the Church to train and 
establish a corps of indigenous workers, 
As soon as one learned to love Christ he 
became a messenger to another. Thus 
a preacher was born. A small cluster of 
believers called for a leader. A number 
of leaders gave rise to the need of an 
overseer. The "serving of tables" required 
deacons. All these were found in Afri-
can Christians. Local preachers and 
evangelists were early appointed . . . 
Three African overseers were chosen in 
1921. The first deacons were elected by 
the African Church in 1922: Mazibopela 
Ncube for Matopo Mission, Ngundu 
Ndhlovu for Mtshabezi Mission, Hloma 
Sengwayo for the Wanezi area. 
The African Conference of 1944 . . . 
It was at this Conference that the first 
Africans were ordained to the Christian 
ministry of the Brethren in Christ 
Church . . . The three men, Manhlenhle 
Kumalo, Nyamazana Dube, and Ndaben-
duku Dhlodhlo, had proved themselves 
worthy of this high trust throughout 
years of faithful service as Pastor-
Teachers, and later as Overseers of their 
respective districts. 
(7) 
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Graduating Class of 1959, Mtshabezi Teacher Training Institute. 
. . . itinerant evangelists who go to 
each outstation and hold series of meet-
ings for the strengthening of the be-
lievers and conversion of sinners. 
Time would fail me to tell of all those 
loyal partners in the work of God who 
give of their best, in teaching and 
preaching, on foot or by cycle, traveling 
many weary miles, in the face of scorn 
from their fellows . . . plainly they de-
clare before men that they seek a better 
country for others and for themselves. 
THE PICTURE IN 1960 
Under the blessing of God the work 
has greatly expanded, with Africans 
bearing more and more responsibility 
and initiative. Thousands of Africans 
Close-up of three members of Class of 1959: 
(1. to r.) Amnion, son of fine Christian widow; 
Douglas, grandson of John Moyo (one of the 
first converts baptized by Jesse Engle) and 
nephew to Josi who was killed by lightning 
while conducting service in an outstation; 
Absalom—has an Apostolic background. Wil-
son Makalima (seated) is now headteacher in 
the Mtshabezi Circuit. Wilson is the son of a 
faithful teacher of earlier days. 
as well as missionaries have found satis-
fying fulfillment of their destiny through 
following the Lord Jesus Christ and en-
gaging wholeheartedly in His work for 
the advancement of His kingdom of 
peace and righteousness in a world 
filled with unrest. 
Thank God for foundations well and 
truly laid! 
> m*m i 
Nyati, local preacher at Lumene, large out-
station near Mtshabezi Mission. 
This man and his family represen-
tative of many of our local preachers 
serving in Rhodesia. With little training 
but great zeal they are responsible for 
the spiritual life of their community in 
cooperation with the teachers. 
They may have fifty church members 
or perhaps only five, but each Sunday a 
service is held. Prayer services are held 
on Wednesday afternoon. 
Their devotion to duty is seen by their 
faithfulness every Sunday rain or shine. 
Training for 
the Task 
The divine call of the teacher must be 
put on the same plane as the call of the 
evangelist and the call of the pastor. 
"And he gave some, apostles; and some, 
prophets; and some, evangelists; and 
some, pastors and teachers . . ." Eph. 4:11 
FIFTY-THREE young men and women-all professed Christians—were gradu-
ated from Mtshabezi Teacher Training 
Institute on December 8, 1959, upon 
their completion of the two-year course 
which is standard for Southern Rhodesia. 
These all go out to help in teaching pro-
grams over the colony. Granted that 
some will fail the Lord who bought 
them, many more will witness steadily 
over the years to the power of the Gos-
pel. 
Beginning with the year 1934, when 
the first class was graduated from our 
Teacher Training Institute—then at Ma-
topo—every year since then has seen a 
group leave our schools for the work of 
Christian teaching, until now there are 
hundreds of them scattered over the 
colony. Many of them now hold key 
positions in their church and community. 
Herein lies hope for Rhodesia! 
Their responsibility as young Chris-
tian leaders is great. As they leave they 
ask for the prayers of us missionaries that 
they may be true to God. They need 
your prayers as well. 
IN THE GWAAI—"frontier service" 
A teacher standing in front of Kumbula 
School, first B in C school in the Gwaai area, 
established in 1955 as a result of Evangelist 
Vundhla's earnest efforts there after the 
African Conference of 1954 in which the need 
of the Gwaai was presented. This school is 
some four miles from Phumula Mission. 
(8) Evangelical Visitor 
SOME DAY! 
SOME day we're going to stand before the Lord and behold the glories of a 
perfect Heaven, and we'll be reminded 
that He left all of that so that He might 
die for us. I left only an ordinary home 
to serve Him. 
We'll see scars in His hands. I have 
no scars as a result of serving Him. I 
shrink from anything that is painful or 
unpleasant. 
He'll say, "I walked the dusty roads of 
Palestine with crowds of people as my 
constant companions." I'll say, "Crowds 
make me nervous, so I excused myself 
from service because of it." 
He'll remind me of the verse, "The 
foxes have holes, and the birds of the air 
have nests; but the Son of man hath not 
where to lay his head." I have always 
had a bed to sleep in, and it has to be a 
good one or I can't rest well . . . "I spent 
nights in prayer." I reply, with down-
cast eyes, "I never lost a night of sleep 
because I was concerned about souls. I 
always thought I needed my rest." 
"I could never make it easy for people 
to follow Me. It was either all or noth-
ing—for My disciples, the rich young 
ruler, the man who wanted to bury his 
father . . ." "But Lord," I say, "I didn't 
want to offend—everything else was so 
easy in my day, I wanted following You 
to be easy, too." 
And then I cry out, "Oh, Lord, I see 
now why I couldn't witness. It wasn't 
that I was shy or timid and not able to 
talk; I wanted to witness to what I 
thought You were like, and your Holy 
Spirit couldn't help me. But I never 
really knew You, did I? And now, which 
is it—the right hand or the left?" 
Esther M. Ebersole, Missionary Con-
ference at Palmyra. 
BLOOMFIELD, NEW MEXICO 
THE LAST service came to a close and the Navajo Christians began greeting 
one another with a warm "Navajo" hand-
shake. Moving among one another these 
brethren and sisters, with moist eyes and 
love-lit countenances, went about wish-
ing one another the blessing of the Lord. 
Missionaries stood in the midst deeply 
moved. 
Thus ended the Eleventh Annual 
Camp Meeting at the Navajo Mission. 
It was a time of blessing and fellowship. 
During the services, a dozen remained 
for prayer, some of them making their 
first profession of faith in the Lord Jesus 
Christ. Some of these were young peo-
ple in their impressionable years. 
One afternoon, kneeling with three 
children, were a young Christian couple 
and a young mother. After a prayer by 
the young wife, each of the children 
prayed prayers to their new-found Sav-
iour. These were followed by the fer-
ent prayers of each of the young Chris-
tians who knelt by their side. The pres-
ence of the Lord was gracious. 
What a great challenge to bring these 
souls into a growing knowledge of their 
Saviour. Here, indeed, is a harvest field. 
Non-Budget 
Loaned to Missions 
Total Expenditures 
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The medical ministry at the Navajo Mission 
is enhanced by a working relationship with the 
Indian Service Hospital at Shiprock, New 
Mexico. Special cases can be transferred, with-
in an hour or two, to large medical centers by 
plane. 
In the picture Dr. John Kreider and Bishop 
Alvin Burkholder meet a plane returning a 
patient that had been under the care of a 
specialist in Albuquerque. Until recently, such 
care was unheard-of in this isolated area. 
The development of this service is a fine 
testimony to what can be accomplished when 
Christian missionaries and Christian medical 
officers in government service work together. 
BOABD FOB HOME MISSIONS AND 
EXTENSION 
Brethren in Christ Church 
Financial Beport for January, February, 
March 1960 
Receipts 
Balance January 1, 1960 $ 543.62 
Churches and Organizations 6,441.82 
Individuals 1,744.90 
Specials 3,189.12 
Bequest-Mary Hoffman, est. 100.00 
Interest 9.40 
Non-Budget 
Payment of loans 







$18,002.64 Total Beceipts and Balance 
Expenditures 
ADMINISTBATION 
Secretary $ 432.78 
Travel 350.00 





















Deficit $ 1,925.09 
Andrew H. Slagenweit, Treasurer 
What I Learned on the 
Mission Field 
By Jim Savage 
YFC Vice President in South America 
1. Often, Christians with the least 
promise of success are used to accomplish 
tremendous victories. Contrariwise, 
others manifesting much outward talent 
become comparative nobodies in the 
Gospel ministry. This is noted both 
among the nationals and missionaries. 
2. Love, graciousness, personal inter-
est in people and an understand-
ing of their problems are much more 
powerful instruments in winning souls 
than such things as pulpit oratory, musi-
cal ability and higher education. 
3. In most cases a missionary candi-
date needs a more varied preparation 
than Gospel workers in the homeland. 
In many instances he will have to be 
many or all of the following: minister, 
teacher, administrator, diplomat, musi-
cian, mechanic, carpenter, electrician, 
farmer, bookkeeper, etc. 
4. Because of the scarcity of extra 
equipment and the fact that many times 
you are left completely alone with some 
phase of the ministry you come to de-
pend solely upon God, without other 
crutches upon which to lean. God thus 
becomes more real and seemingly more 
necessary. 
5. Eternity takes on a new perspective 
as earth's values are relegated to the in-
significant. 
6. God's love for the entire world be-
comes in you a love for everyone, regard-
less of social position, racial background 
or natural loveliness. You are given an 
international heart. 
7. Unfortunately, you discover that a 
missionary meets as many or more temp-
tations as any other Christian and is just 
as liable to fall. A great wonder and joy 
is that the missionary casuality list is not 
greater. 
8. Pagan religion is so diabolical and 
anti-Christian forces so strong and in-
fluential that absolutely nothing can be 
accomplished without a double portion 
of God's blessed Holy Spirit. 
9. A definite call is an absolute neces-
sity. When all of the farewells at home 
are over, when loneliness comes down 
upon you, when seemingly no one under-
stands you, when the language barrier 
(Continued on page fourteen) 
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. . . Hong Kong and Jericho... 
Brother Lawrence 
By Norman A. Wingert 
NEVER mind his last name. He is Chin-ese and has a Chinese name. He is 
one of the million who fled from Red 
China. "Lawrence" is his given Chris-
tian name. He is the MCC Chief Cook, 
prepares nearly 700 hot meals of rice and 
meat daily for poor children and sick 
adults, voluntarily gave up a highly 
specialized job in a factory to join the 
MCC staff. "Helping people is more im-
portant than working in a factory," he 
says. In his spare time he does Christian 
case work. Every Thursday afternoon 
Brother Lawrence invites neighbors to 
his home for a worship service. 
His home? One of those 10' by 12' 
cubicles in one of those resettlement 
houses where nearly 3000 refugees live 
under one roof. He and his good wife 
and their three children have made a 
warm Christian home out of this cold 
all-cement "box." 
One day not long ago I spoke at the 
Thursday worship service at Brother 
Lawrence's invitation. Two dozen of his 
neighbors, half Christian, half not, 
crowded into the constricted cubicle. 
Others outside on the cement balcony 
were gathered around the cubicle's only 
window and only door. The group sang, 
"I'd Rather Have Jesus than Anything," 
and then I read the Scripture, "Come un-
to Me all ye that labor and are heavy 
laden, and I will give you rest." I spoke 
of the beauty and the music of those 
words. There were bright faces that 
understood and there were dull faces 
that did not understand. We closed with, 
"What a Friend We Have in Jesus." 
After the service I asked Brother 
Lawrence and Loretta, my interpreter, 
whether the words of the Scripture I 
read were as beautiful in the Chinese 
language as in the English. Both of 
them said the Chinese words hold the 
same charm and appeal as do the Eng-
lish. And then Brother Lawrence con-
tinued: 
"You must know that these were the 
words that brought me to Christ. In 
1950 I came as a refugee from the Chin-
ese Mainland. I came to Rennies Mill 
Refugee Camp. I built a tiny hut made 
(10) 
out of paper. There was no job and there 
was not much to eat. My whole body 
was covered with sores from malnutri-
tion. Everything seemed hopeless. Five 
of my personal refugee friends whom I 
had known back in China committed 
suicide by jumping into the ocean . . ." 
Brother Lawrence broke off the con-
versation to look for something. He re-
turned to his chair with a 6" by 9" photo. 
"This is one of my friends I just spoke 
about," he said. "He had been a high-
ranking officer in the Chinese army." 
if there had been no Christian service 
when I was on my way to commit sui-
cide?" At this point Brother Lawrence's 
story was interrupted by his good wife 
who brought in the Chinese food which 
she had been preparing on a charcoal 
stove on the cement balcony outside. 
The simple service and the Christian 
hospitality of that afternoon revealed to 
me the measure of a true Christian, and 
I am glad that God brought Brother 
Lawrence to us as a co-worker in MCC 
relief work. 
And then with a bit of hesitancy, 
Brother Lawrence continued: 
"I too made up my mind to do the 
same thing. I was on my way to the 
water where my friends had jumped in. 
On the way I passed a wooden hut where 
someone was talking to a group of peo-
ple. I stopped. I was invited to come 
in. Some Christians were having an 
evangelistic meeting, and the preacher 
was using the same words which you 
read today. The words seemed so won-
derful. They gave me hope. I raised 
my hand for prayer. I came to Jesus and 
He kept His word; He gave me forgive-
ness and rest. It was a wonderful experi-
ence. Although the bad conditions 
around me did not change, I did not 
want any more to commit suicide. Since 
those days at Rennies Mill Camp, I have 
had many burdens to bear, but Jesus has 
been true to His word and has helped me 
bear them. It is because there are so many 
of my refugee neighbors here in this re-
settlement house who are without Christ 
and without hope that I have these Thurs-
day afternoon services in my home. What 
The Story of Saleh 
Lois Ruegg 
"-TODAY is the day that Saleh comes!" 
I were among the first words that 
Lome said, as we awoke, July fifth, nine-
teen fifty-nine. It was with great antici-
pation that we looked forward to having 
him with us. His occasional grin had 
won a warm spot in our hearts. Help-
ing Saleh learn to walk and to feed him-
self were two rewarding challenges of 
the first few weeks. 
He was always very cautious and us-
ually thought twice before doing some-
thing, except once when he went to the 
top of the steps. Going up on all fours 
was simple, but then he found he was 
not built to come down that way. He 
waited in an awkward position, feet 
higher than head, until I heard his lamen-
tation. 
Music on the radio brought out the 
rhythm in Saleh, as he would clap his 
hands and dance, in his own way. He 
Evangelical Visitor 
also enjoyed "Jesus Loves Me" and the 
motion songs, particularly "Pat-a-cake" 
and "My Cup is Full and Running 
Over." 
After two and a half months in Am-
man, Saleh came to Jericho with us and 
here he had another adjustment to make. 
However it wasn't long until he was 
wandering under the citrus trees, 
through the gate, or visiting our guard. 
Many times I rescued him from playing 
in Haj's chicken water, or from playing 
in the mud as any other child would do. 
We used to think that Saleh had five 
weaknesses: 1) eating two or three 
bowls of oatmeal were never refused, 2) 
books of any description were his de-
light, 3) riding in the "car-car" with any-
one, going anywhere, 4) cats, especially 
picking them up, he thought their tail 
made a perfect handle, 5) keys—and 
you couldn't trick Saleh. Uncle Ernest 
gave him a ring of keys for Christmas 
but in short time Saleh knew they didn't 
fit anywhere and were of no use to any-
one else, so he didn't want them either. 
In November, Layla, a ten month old 
baby came to be Saleh's little sister. He 
was always very gentle with her and 
shared his toys willingly. 
In the fall, during a visit with Saleh's 
father he intimated that he might want 
to take Saleh when he was two years old. 
As February approached we hoped and 
prayed that Saleh would be able to stay 
with MCC personnel until he was old 
enough to go to our Orphanage at Heb-
ron, however this did not materialize 
because very unexpectedly on January 
4, six months after we had him, a knock 
came to the door. At first I thought it 
was just his father and cousin making a 
usual visit but then I learned they had 
come for Saleh. He left willingly be-
cause he was going in the "car-car" but 
little did he realize what was awaiting 
him at the end of the road. He was 
headed for life in a refugee camp. Pos-
sibly to play on the dusty roads, sleep 
on a mat on the cold floor, eat of the 
meager substance that could be provided 
by his refugee father—all of these, and 
no mother's love. 
It was a tearful day for all of us when 
Saleh left. No longer would his little 
arms reach out to us as his face would 
break into a smile and he would cheer-
fully say, "Hi mommy, Hi daddy." His 
high chair was empty as no little boy 
was there to fold his hand to pray or to 
say "more-more." His bed-room was 
silent, no one was there calling, "Up 
mommy, Up mommy," or no little boy 
was singing himself to sleep. There are 
things we will always remember and al-
though we see Saleh only on rare occa-
sions, he will always have a corner of 
our hearts. 
Note: Lome and Lois Ruegg, mem-
bers of the Sixth Line Cong., Ontario 
HOME 
QUESTION: A number of years ago, I 
got light on tithing. Through the years, 
my husband has been the "bread-win-
ner" of the family and does not see it in 
the Word. He professes to be a Chris-
tian and wholly following the Lord but 
has not been led the same way. Would 
I be doing wrong to secretly tithe the 
money which he gives me for groceries 
or household expenses? I do pay tithes 
and give offerings of all that I earn my-
self. Am I accountable for "robbing 
God"? 
ANSWER: Husband and 
wife have been made one 
flesh. When either does 
anything apart from or with-
out the knowledge of the 
other, this creates dishar-
mony and disunity in the marriage. 
Therefore, I feel that it would be 
wrong to tithe "secretly" the money he 
gives you for household expenses. If 
you yourself have not fallen into the 
habit of nagging and unpleasantness 
about the whole matter, I suspect that 
this kind of husband could be induced 
to cooperate cheerfully, in good sports-
manship, on an experiment. Why not 
request his permission to tithe this 
money and prove God's wisdom and jus-
tice in asking the tithe? Then pray that 
God may increase your own wisdom in 
the management of this money that He 
may be glorified in this venture, and your 
husband convinced that God's way is 
practical. 
As long as you pay tithes of all you 
earn, you are not accountable for "rob-
bing God" in this situation. You are 
accountable to God for seeking a sub-
missive spirit to your husband, whether 
he be "in" or "out" of the Lord. Read I 
Peter 3:1, 2. 
R. E. D. 
QUESTION: Practically all of our neigh-
bors have television. Their children are 
allowed to watch all types of programs 
and yet they claim to be Christians. Our 
children beg to go play with the neigh-
bors, which is very natural. We cannot 
control the TV programs in our neigh-
bors' houses, to be sure. This problem 
has led us to the conclusion that TV 
could best be controlled in our own 
home. Is this possible? 
ANSWER: Having a tele-
vision set in your home 
would hardly be the solu-
tion to your problem as I see 
it. Perhaps for a time you 
would control the viewing 
but soon you may find, in the face of 
many duties and interruptions, yourself 
becoming lax. In spite of your good in-
tentions your children would soon have 
seen many questionable scenes. 
I am frightened when I think of some 
of the horrible pictures "filed" in the 
minds of young children. Certainly they 
must have an influence in the child's 
attitudes and development. 
When children are led to the Lord 
and desire to please Him, and see in their 
parents a love for the best things in life, 
they are more easily guided. I believe 
the television problem should be dis-
cussed with them. 
Of course, children should visit each 
other in their respective homes. Why 
not invite all the children to your own 
home often and get them interested in 
doing things themselves as for instance 
sketching and drawing, playing musical 
instruments, singing, and playing out-
doors for the development of strong, 
healthy bodies? 
As someone who has television in his 
own home has put it, "If your home is 
without it, yours is one of the fortunate 
ones." 
G. E. S. 
Be Careful 
TEACHING is far more effective when it is "caught" rather than "taught." Or, 
we may say it this way: Your "example" 
leaves a far greater impression than your 
"precept." It is far better to "practice" 
than it is to "preach." Preaching un-
accompanied by practicing the thing 
preached is a preventative to the truth 
being "caught." 
This is the way it worked with Johnny. 
Mother once said to him, "Do you know 
what happens to little boys who tell 
lies?" "Yes," he said, "they travel for half 
fare." Johnny had evidently "caught" 
something which his mother had no de-
sire that he be taught. 
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Jimmy was reared in a Christian home 
where the Word of God was discussed 
and lived. Although he was quite young 
he absorbed much more of it than they 
gave him credit for. These parents al-
ways gave the tithe of their income to 
the Lord. This their son observed and 
was much impressed, although they were 
scarcely aware of it. 
On his tenth birthday a thoughtful 
uncle visited him, and for a gift, gave 
him ten, shining, silver dollars. The lad's 
eyes fairly popped with gratitude. He 
immediately sat on the floor and spread 
the dollars before him. Then he began 
to do some planning as to how he was 
going to use the money. 
He set the first dollar aside, saying as 
he did so, "This one is for Jesus." Then 
he went on deciding what he was going 
to do with the second, third, and so on. 
When he came to the last dollar he said, 
"This one is for Jesus." 
His mother, overhearing his remark, 
said, "I thought you said the first dollar 
was for Jesus." He said, "I did, but you 
see, the first one really belonged to Him, 
but this one I want to give Him for a 
present." 
Jimmy had "caught" what these par-
ents did not even know they had taught. 
Frank wasn't too eager to go to Sun-
day School. He went but only after 
much urging. One day he approached 
his father in a meditative mood and 
said, "Didn't you go to Sunday School 
when you were a boy?" His father said, 
"Yes, certainly, son, why do you ask?" 
"Well," said Frank, "it doesn't seem to 
have done you much good; I don't see 
why I have to go." 
Do you think this father intended that 
Frank be taught what he had "caught." 
Susie was listening to the radio. After 
some moments she ran into the kitchen 
and said, "Mama, that's what you do to 
me!" Her mother, not having heard the 
radio, didn't know what she was talking 
about so said, "What did you say, Susie?" 
"Why," said Susie, "you do to me what 
that man said." "And what was that?" 
asked mother. "You send me to Sunday 
School and take me to the movies." 
I do not think Susie was over five years 
old but she "caught" something from her 
mother that her mother had not been in-
tending to teach. It set her to thinking 
and as a result she began "taking" Susie 
to Sunday School. 
We teach the children to sing: 
Be careful little hands what you do, 
Be careful little feet where you go, 
Perhaps we should revise that song 
for older folks and have it say: 
"Be careful Christian parents what you 
do, 
For little eyes are alivays watching 
you." 
C. R. H. 
Lessons from the Lily 
Anna Graham 
He loved them well, those lilies of the field 
That raised their little faces as He passed, 
And smiled and nodded as He went His way. 
They had been friends so long 
—since when a boy 
He roamed the hillside and fields of Nazareth, 
To gather lilies gay for Mary's hand. 
He loved and understood those flower friends, 
Or else He could not thus have said the words 
That thrill us with their beauty and their truth. 
"Consider now these lilies of the field; 
They toil not, neither do they spin; 
And yet I say to you that Solomon 
With wealth and all his glory 
Was not arrayed like unto one of these." 
—Selected 
THE WOBD "lily" comes from the He-brew word Shusban; in the Greek it is 
krinon. There is a great difference of 
opinion as to what species of lily was 
meant by the Hebrews, or by Jesus. 
Doctor Thompson in his book The 
Land and the Book speaks of the lily 
thus: This lily is very large, and the three 
inner petals meet above and form a gor-
geous canopy, such as art never ap-
proached nor king ever sat under, even 
in his uttermost glory. When I first met 
this incomparable flower in all its love-
liness, among the oak woods around the 
north base of Tabor and on the hills of 
Nazareth where our Lord spent His 
youth, I felt assured that it was to this 
lily He referred. 
The paths where Jesus trod were 
clothed most gloriously with many spe-
cies of these lilioceous blossoms, gor-
geous in colour, even to the spotless 
white, with its exquisite fragrance. Noth-
ing can be in greater contrast than the 
luxuriant, velvety softness of this lily, 
and the crabbed, tangled hedge of thorns 
about it. 
LOVELINESS WHICH ENTRANCES 
This plant must have been a beautiful 
and conspicuous object on the shores of 
Lake Gennesaret. It flourished in the 
deep, broad valleys of Palestine, among 
the thorny shrubs and pastures of the 
desert and in the gardens. The Phoeni-
cian architects ornamented the temple 
with lily work, wrought in beautiful 
shape and form. Christ, referred to as 
the Lily of the Valley, has a loveliness 
which entrances us, and a fragrance 
which delights. 
It is significant that this beautiful lily 
has no thorns with which to hurt or 
wound. So there must not be any un-
kind actions growing upon the flower 
being prepared for the Garden of Heav-
en. There are no unworthy attributes 
found in the one whom God will choose 
as the Bride of His Son. 
CONFORMED TO CHRIST'S IMAGE 
Christ has described His bride as a 
"lily among thorns": harmless, yet up-
right and steadfast; humble, yet stand-
ing in pure dignity and beauty; contend-
ing earnestly for the faith, spotless, 
white and fragrant; so partaking of His 
likeness that she is conformed to His 
image, with His every attribute adorning 
her, and with every fragrance and beau-
ty manifested. 
Our Lord emptied Himself of His 
glory, went down into the valley of hu-
mility and to the depths of suffering that 
He might plant there pure, white lilies 
like unto Himself. Then He ascended 
again into Heaven, there to transplant 
these lilies from the earthly wilderness 
to the heavenly terraces, where they will 
bloom forever in the Garden of God. 
So we, too, to be like Him, must be 
emptied of all that would hinder in 
carrying out the will of God, we must 
walk the narrow path our Saviour 
walked, down into the valleys. He 
tends and waters His lilies that are hid-
den away, and, lest any hurt them, He 
watches over them night and day. 
He will adorn the hidden man of the 
heart with the incorruptible apparel of 
a meek and quiet spirit. When we 
catch a glimpse of this inward adorning, 
how our souls long to go down into the 
valleys where our Lord would lead us, 
for we know He has gone before us. 
When He is near, there is no fear. 
So let us be tender, humble before 
God and man, and thus grow more beau-
tiful, and more fragrant, and pure, so 
that the spiritual experience symbolized 
by the lily and portrayed in Christ, may 
be seen in us; and that we may be as 
"lilies among thorns." 
A PRAYER: Dear Father of the flowers 
and the souls of men, help us to be fra-
grant, pure and true; to do our best to 
brighten the lives of those around us. 
Thus shall our souls blossom in the Gar-
den of Eternity. 
Niagara Christian College 
Ft. Erie, Ontario 





HOLINESS is a sound word; it is Biblical. Holiness is a strong word; it is godly. 
Holiness is a sensible word; it is prac-
tical. 
These then are several of the reasons 
why I believe every minister of the Gos-
pel of the Lord Jesus Christ, should 
preach holiness: 
1. Because it is Biblical. Every time 
we handle the Word of God we testify 
to it. Our Bible is called "Holy Bible." 
The Bible in both the Old and New 
Testament calls for holiness for heart and 
life. The New Testament supports this 
great truth from the teachings of Jesus 
on the Sermon on the Mount, through 
the Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles. 
The Bible is a holy book and calls for 
holy living. 
It is true that as we preach holiness 
from the New Testament, our sermons 
will deal more with attitudes than with 
articles. Attitudes are tremendously im-
portant as a testimony to the life of 
holiness. 
2. Because it is godly. Peter writes, 
"Be ye holy, for I am holy." Isaiah, as 
recorded in chapter 6, vividly presents 
our God as a holy God. God's love, 
mercy and justice are all seasoned and 
influenced by His holiness. It would 
then seem absurd to preach the Gospel 
of the Lord Jesus Christ without clearly 
setting forth God's requirements and 
provisions for a life of holiness. I be-
lieve holiness preaching brings glory to 
the Trinity. When holiness is preached, 
the Holy Trinity combine to bring bless-
ing and beauty to the church. 
3. Because it is practical. As we 
preach holiness, it is important that we 
emphasize the crisis and the process. Let 
us preach clearly that Christians must 
be brought to a crisis experience of cru-
cifixion and consecration. Let us empha-
size just as clearly that the crisis does 
not guarantee constant victory without 
continuous walking in the light and con-
stant cleansing. (I John 1:7) 
Pastors, I believe the best way to have 
a church of friendly, warm, positive, re-
laxed, happy, kind, considerate, clean 
living, separated, attractive people, is to 
earnestly present the full Gospel mes-
sage with a passionate desire to lead our 
people into holiness. 
GOOD PASTORAL ETHICS WHEN 
VISITING THE SICK 
PLENTY of good meaning ministers seem to know very little about sick 
room technique or hospital decorum. 
So say nurses, attendants, and doctors. 
The following suggestions are based 
on overheard criticisms, from medical 
practitioners as well as their patients: 
I. Make All Visits to Sick Folk Short. 
Call frequently but do not stay long. 
Even if it is visiting hours, the rela-
tives want the time. 
If it is a very grave situation, emer-
gency, accident, etc., then stay as 
long as you feel the friends need 
you. 
II. Keep Conversation as Much as 
Possible on Cheerful Level. 
Remember sick people are sensitive. 
Never let them feel you are trying 
to pry into their business. 
III. Beware of Innocent Time Killers. 
Avoid tapping the bed frame or un-
consciously playing with the 
floivers, lightchain, or any furnish-
ings in the room, or tapping foot 
on floor. It may seem harmless to 
you but to a nervously affected 
person it can be very annoying. 
IV. Avoid any Controversial Conver-
sation. 
Some people in good health flourish 
on argument. 
Most people ill enough to be in bed 
will suffer setbacks in their con-
valescence. 
V. Have Scripture Reading and 
Prayer (when appropriate). 
Do not force an issue to undue em-
barrassment. 
Better wait until a better moment or 
circumstance. 
On the other hand do not carelessly 
neglect devotions as you may 
damage the patient religiously as 
well as nervously. 
Page Editor 
I T WAS eight years before the turn of the century he became a member of the 
family of the late Jacob and Leah Books. 
Having lived from infancy twenty-odd 
years in Pennsylvania, he is not sure 
where he would call home—twenty-three 
in California and fifteen in Oregon, and 
almost one year in Kansas. 
He had mastered the carpenter trade 
before he left the home circle. In form-
al training he attended Messiah College 
four years plus, pursuing high school, 
Bible, and collegiate subjects, graduat-
ing from High School Bible in those 
years. Graduating from Junior College 
at Upland College with 'B. S. L. He 
earned his B.D. from the American 
Theological Seminary in extension stud-
ies. He served eight years on the faculty 
of Upland College. 
In a home revival he was saved at 
fifteen, and at twenty-one was sanctified 
at a Grantham Bible Conference. He was 
ordained by the late Bishop C. C. Burk-
holder in 1922. 
While there have been a few years of 
spotted lapses in front line operations, 
his dedication to the Lord always settled 
the major issues in life. 
His pastorates covered a brief period 
in Abilene, Kansas, four years at Upland 
Brethren in Christ; several years pinch-
hitting for church pastorates; Pasadena; 
Mennonites in Los Angeles and North 
Pomona. 
He sat on many church and school 
boards in general and local appoint-
ments. 
But the most eventful and enjoyable 
years of trust and blessing of God have 
been since 1944. At this time his family 
pioneered to Grants Pass, Oregon. Here, 
under the kindly providence of God, a 
new church was built. After six years 
he expanded adventures to Salem, Ore-
gon, 220 miles north. Locating a few 
miles north of Salem in four months' time 
a church was built and opened for serv-
ices. In a few years a thriving Sunday 
school numbered from 60 to 75 was in 
operation. 
At present he and his wife are pastor-
ing the Pleasant Hill Church near Ham-
lin, Kansas. 
He never fails to mention his good 
fortune in having a noble companion, the 
former Priscilla Wingerd. She under-
stood from the start the many complex 
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problems of a minister. She ably as-
sisted in the forward thrust. He holds 
there was no monotony with five lively 
youngsters around the table; Jule, Lola, 
Maynard, Virgil, Joyce. 
He claims as the past sixteen years 
were fraught with gracious benedictions 
so there are inviting possibilities ahead. 
It is in the direction of prayer and win-
nowing of the chaff that clears the vision. 
What 1 Learned on the 
Mission Field 
(Continued from page nine) 
discourages you, when opposition lifts 
up its head against you . . . then it is 
that you want to know that you are in 
the place of God's choosing. 
10. If your call and election has been 
made sure and you are faithful to this 
call, nothing can sway you. Then the 
mission field is the most glorious, the 
most beautiful and the most satisfying 
place in the world in which to serve the 
Lord. Missionaries with such assurance 




Graybill Brubakers, recently returned from 
Africa, snared in the Sunday services at Chino, 
California, May 29. 
Air Hill, Pa. reports record attendance, 305, 
for Rally Day May 22. A building fund offering 
amounted to $2,892.34. 
Sunday evening, May 29, the Crusaders of 
Manor, Pa. presented a play "Shadow of Peter" 
at Pequea, Pa. 
Palmyra, Pa. celebrated their first anniver-
sary in the new sanctuary Sunday, May 29. 
The singing Kohler family of Ashland, Ohio 
and Brigadier Lyle Rader of the Salvation 
Army were featured as guests throughout the 
day. 
There were twelve who received the rite of 
water baptism at Air Hill, Pa., Sunday after-
noon, May 29. 
Bishops Carl Ulery and E. J. Swalm were 
guest speakers at Chino, California on Sunday, 
June 5. 
The Kohler Family of Ashland, Ohio pre-
sented the evening program at Elizabethtown, 
Pa., on Sunday, May 29. 
The Walter Martin Family of Elizabethtown, 
Pa. were featured in a farewell fellowship at 
the Elizabethtown church, Sunday evening, 
June 26. 
Upland, California reports a baptismal serv-
ice for 10 in the evening service May 29. The 
baptismal service was followed by the missions 
film "Cry in the Night." 
Pacific Conference was represented in the 
quiz play-offs by the team from the Upland 
congregation. 
REUNION 
The first reunion of Messiah Children's Home 
of Florin, Pennsylvania formally Messiah Or-
phanage of Harrisburg, Grantham, and Florin, 
Pennsylvania will be held at Messiah College, 
Grantham, Pennsylvania, July 23, 1960. Ac-
tivities are planned for the day with a pro-
gram at 1:30 p.m. and dinner on the free will 
offering plan, 3:30 p.m. All interested parties 
invited. 
RT lb 
HOFFMAN—Donald Harold Hoffman, Jr., 
born to Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Hoffman, In-
diana, Penna., April 11, 1960. 
FEARS—Marvin William, born to Mr. and 
Mrs. John W. Fears of Germany. 
ZIMMERMAN—Drew Glenn, born to John and 
Verla Asper Zimmerman, May 23, 1960, Chino 
congregation, California. 
BOLLER—Leanne Marie, born to Mr. and 
Mrs. Donald Boiler, Spring Mills, Pa., April 16, 
1960. 
LEHMAN—Joanna Kay was born to Rev. and 
Mrs. Charles Lehman April 23, 1960, Colyer 
congregation, Pa. 
MARRIAG E, 
WILSON-DARR—Miss Donna Rhea Darr of 
Fairfield, Pa. became the bride of Herbert Wil-
son, February 27, 1960. Rev. James Lesher 
performed the ceremony in the Iron Springs 
Brethren in Christ church. 
STULTZ-SANDERS—On March 19, 1960 in 
the Iron Springs Brethren in Christ Church, 
Miss Lois Sanders of Fairfield, Pa. and Lloyd 
Stultz were united in marriage. The ceremony 
was performed by Rev. James Lesher. 
OBITUARIES 
OBERHOLTZER—Mrs. Anna E. Oberholtzer, 
Mt. Joy, Pa. passed away very suddenly of a 
heart attack, on May 19, 1960, at the age of 71 
years. She was bom in Conoy Township and 
was a daughter of the late Jacob and Eliza-
beth Shelly Oberholtzer. She was a faithful 
member and regular S. S. and church attendant 
at the Mt. Pleasant Church. Surviving are her 
husband, John Oberholtzer, and seven chil-
dren; Ralph, Mt. Joy, Pa.; Mary, wife of 
James Harsh, Lititz, Pa.; John, Elizabethtown, 
Pa.; Kermit, Rohrerstown, Pa.; Harry, Lititz, Pa.; 
Naomi, wife of Marlin Rhoads, Manheim, Pa. 
and Wilmer, Lancaster, Pa. Also surviving are 
14 grandchildren and three brothers. 
Funeral services were held May 22, at the 
Mt. Pleasant Brethren in Christ Church, con-
ducted by Rev. Graybill Wolgemuth and as-
sisted by Rev. J. Earl Martin, Jr. and Rev. I. 
W. Musser. Psa. 23:4 was used as the text. 
Interment was in the Cross Roads Cemetery, 
Florin, Pa. 
DASHEM—Elmer J. Dashem, born at Spring 
Mills, Pa., January 5, 1897, died May 8, 1960 
at the Centre County Hospital. 
He was married to Maude Horner who 
passed away and then, in August 1948, he mar-
ried May Brown Boiler. 
Surviving are his widow and the following 
children: Floyd, Mrs. Margaret Young, Bruce, 
Mrs. Beatrice Rimmey, Mrs. Geraldine Myer, 
Mrs. Dorothy Rimmey, Mrs. Joanna Walker, 
Mrs. Jean Keene, Mrs. Phyllis Stringer, Dean 
and Paul, Naomi and Norma from the second 
marriage. Two step-children and two brothers 
also survive. 
Funeral services were held from the David 
J. Jeffries Funeral Home in Centre Hall. Rev. 
Charles L. Lehman and Rev. Dean E. Rupe 
officiated. Interment was in the Union Ceme-
tery in Tusseyville. 
ROCKEFELLER—Phoebe Anne Rockefeller was 
born December 28, 1897 in Charlotteville 
Township, Ontario; and passed away May 21, 
1960. For 25 years she was a faithful member 
of the Brethren in Christ Church, the Wal-
singham congregation. She will long be re-
membered for her devotion to her Lord and 
her patience through much hardship and suf-
fering. Her husband preceded her in death 
February, 1960. Those remaining are Charles 
S. of Walsingham; Kathleen Ball of Owell; 
Walter R. of Mansfield; Doris Leguee of Port 
Rowan; Victor and Harry at home, and Stacey 
of Port Rowan, also fifteen grandchildren 
Funeral service was conducted at Walsing-
ham Brethren in Christ Church in charge of 
Rev. A. W. Heise and Rev. Edward Gilmore. 
IMLER—Mrs. Christy Ann Imler passed away 
Monday morning, May 30, 1960 at the Tor-
rance Hospital, Deny, Pennsylvania. She was 
born at Woodbury, Pennsylvania, December 
24, 1880, a daughter of Abraham and Eliza-
beth (Miller) Fink. She was married to Jo-
seph Imler, who with one daughter preceded 
her in death. She is survived by one son, 
Harry Imler; one sister and two brothers. 
Funeral services were held Thursday, June 2, 
1960 at 10:00 A.M. at the S. Gerald Weaver 
Funeral Home, Woodbury, Pennsylvania, with 
the Rev. Darleigh B. Replogle officiating. In-
terment was made in the New Enterprise 
Cemetery. 
NISSLEY—Samuel K. Nissley, Florin, Pa., 
passed away very suddenly of a heart attack, 
May 20, 1960, at the age of 63 years. He was 
liorn in Cumberland County, the son of Aaron 
and Lizzie Koser Nissley. Bro. Nissley was a 
faithful member of the Mount Pleasant con-
gregation, where he took active part in all the 
regular services of the church. He will be 
greatly missed by his family, friends and the 
church. Surviving are his wife, Mary Heisey 
Nissley; a daughter, Orpha, wife of Marlin 
Gish, Florin, Pa., and two sons, Samuel H. Jr., 
Mt. Joy, Pa.; and J. Earnest, Quarryville, Pa. 
Also, surviving are 11 grandchildren, 3 sisters 
and a brother. 
Funeral services were held, May 23 at the 
Mt. Pleasant Church, conducted by Rev. Gray-
bill Wolgemuth, assisted by Rev. J. Earl Mar-
tin, Jr. and Rev. C. H. Moyer. The text was 
taken from Rev. 14:13 and Phil. 1:21. Inter-
ment was in the Cross Roads Cemetery, Florin, 
Pa. 
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CALCUTTA WORKERS ENCOUNTER 
CASTE PREJUDICE 
Calcutta, India (MCC)-Difficulties have 
arisen in the Calcutta refugee children's feed-
ing project report MCC workers Lois Cress-
man, Kulpsville, Pa., and William Voth, Chilli-
wack, B. C. From the project's beginning, high 
caste people and their leaders have objected to 
the simultaneous feeding of children regard-
less of caste status. The objectors, too, are 
very poor, but feel they cannot let their chil-
dren participate in our program when the cen-
ter feeds all castes without discrimination. A 
"sense of dignity" motivates the opposition. 
"A great deal of fear and tension was ap-
parent among our workers as well as among the 
25 children who came for their meal despite 
difficulties. We have kept up the program even 
though only a few have come." 
(14) Evangelical Visitor 
NEWS ITEMS 
CHINESE LEADERS URGE CHRISTIANS N O T 
TO RECOGNIZE COMMUNIST REGIME 
Taipei, T a i w a n - ( F E N S ) - O n Easter Sun-
day 1960, a number of well-known Chinese 
Christian educators and legislators here called 
upon the free world to consider and carefully 
weigh its Christian and moral responsibilities 
involved in the matter of relationship to Com-
munist China, and to begin by repudiating the 
movement to recognize the Communist regime 
in Red China. 
Headed by such distinguished educators as 
Mr. Beauson Tseng, President Emeritus of 
Tunghai University, Mr. C. Y. Stone, Presi-
dent of Soochow University, and a number of 
Leading Legislators such as Pao Swen Tseng 
and Sui Fon Lee, members of the National 
Assembly of China, other outstanding Chris-
tian leaders in government and fields of educa-
tion joined in this statement. 
Osaka, Japan - (FENS) - Free Methodists 
from Egypt, India, Philippines, Taiwan, Hong 
Kong and Japan have just concluded a week of 
study meetings at Osaka. With equal repre-
sentation between the Nationals and Mission-
aries of each country ways of making the 
greatest possible advance in the next five 
years were studied. Meeting with the con-
ferees were representatives of the General Mis-
sionary Board from the United States, includ-
ing Bishop L. R. Marston, senior Bishop of the 
Church, and Bishop Kendall, Missionary 
Bishop. 
Seoul, South K o r e a - ( F E N S ) - I n a nation 
where corruption among government officials 
was taken for granted, Huh Chung, a devout 
Methodist and South Korea's new President, 
stands almost like a lonesome pine on a hill-
side. "He's incorruptible and completely hon-
est," says a Seoul city official who served under 
him when Huh was mayor of Seoul. Known 
as a man of conscience and honesty, and noted 
for his frankness, Huh has often found him-
self at odds with Rliee's government over what 
he considered to be undemocratic actions. 
Taipei, F o r m o s a - ( F E N S ) - D r . Dick Hillis, 
Director of Orient Crusades, recently returned 
from a brief stay in America and has been en-
gaged in staff conferences in Taiwan, Vietnam 
and the Philippines. Orient Crusades has nearly 
one hundred national and American mission-
aries serving in these fields. Upon his return, 
Hillis announced that he has been requested 
by the Board of Directors to take up permanent 
residence at home and that he will move back 
to the United States with his family August 1, 
to direct the work from the prospective new 
headquarters in the San Francisco Bay area. 
WITNESSING AMONG MOSLEMS IN MALAYA 
FACES GROWING RESTRICTIONS 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaya - (FENS) - A 
$1,700 (U.S.) fine can be the penalty for 
giving or selling Christian literature to a Mos-
lem in the State of Malacca, Islam stronghold 
in this country. A similar fine can be levied 
against any Moslem who accepts such liter-
ature. 
While Islam is the state religion throughout 
the Federation of Malayan States, other groups 
have been free to work. The Malayan Con-
stitution provides for freedom of religious prac-
tice but not propagation. A movement is now 
under way to introduce legislation in other 
states similar to that in Malacca. Mission-
aries in Malacca must confine their ministry to 
the local Chinese and Indians. No public 
gathering may be held for Moslems, and any 
missionary so accused may have his visa re-
voked. 
Colombia—After being outlawed for more 
than ten years, evangelical broadcasts are back 
on the air in Cali. Beginning last April, a 
commercial radio station consented to sell time 
Missions Abroad 
Africa 
General Superintendent's Residence: P. O. Box 
711, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa 
Bishop and Mrs. Arthur M. Climenhaga 
Rev. and Mrs. David Climenhaga 
Miss Lois P. Davidson 
SOUTHERN RHODESIA 
Bulawayo Mission and Missionary Children's 
Hostel, 40 Leander Avenue, Hillside, Bula-
wayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern 
Miss Martha M. Long" 
Matopo Mission: Private Bag 191T, Bulawayo, 
Southern Rhodesia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. J. Earl Musser 
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk 
Miss Florence R. Hensel 
Miss Elva F . Lyons 
Miss Dorothy M. Martin 
Miss Eva Mae Melhorn 
Miss Mildred E. Myers 
Matopo Outstations: Private Bag 201T, Bula-
wayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman 
Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag 102M, Bula-
wayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa 
Mission Staff: 
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey 
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester C. Fretz* 
Miss Mary C. Engle 
Miss Anna J. Graybill 
Miss Ruth E. Hock 
Mr. Donald E. Potteiger* 
Miss Edna M. Svvitzer 
Outstation Staff: 
Rev. and Mrs. Albert R. Harvey 
Temporary Assignment 
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private Bag 101M, 
Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa 
Dr. and Mrs. Myron Stern 
Miss Helen R. Pyke" 
Phumula Mission (West Gwaai S.N.A.): P. O. 
Tjolotjo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. Frederic L. Holland 
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Brubaker* 
Miss Rhoda G. Lenhert 
Wanezi Mission: Private Bag 129S, Bulawayo, 
Southern Rhodesia, Africa 
Mission Staff: 
Rev. and Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey 
Miss Kathryn Hossler 
Mr. Jaye I. Meyers* 
Miss Anna R. Wolgemuth 
Bible Institute Staff: 
Rev. and Mrs. Titus Books 
Miss F . Mabel Frey 
Outstation Staff: 
Rev. and Mrs. Donald R. Zook 
NORTHERN RHODESIA 
Macha Mission: Private Bag, Choma, Northern 
Rhodesia, Africa 
Mission Staff: 
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider 
Miss Dorothy J. Gish 
Miss Edith E. Miller 
Hospital Staff: 
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma 
Miss Norma G. Brubaker 
Miss Edna E. Lehman 
Nahumba Mission: P. O. Box 173, Choma, 
Northern Rhodesia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. H. Frank Kipe 
Sikalongo Mission: P. O. Box 131, Choma, 
Northern Rhodesia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. George Kibler 
Miss Mary E. Heisey 
Kafue Training Institute: P. O. Box 23, Kafue, 
Northern Rhodesia, Africa 
Miss Anna L. Kettering 
David Livingstone Teacher Training College: 
Private Bag 1, Livingstone, Northern Rho-
desia, Africa 
Miss Fannie Longenecker 
India 
General Superintendent's Residence, Saharsa 
Mission: P. O. Saharsa, N. E. Railway^ 
District Saharsa, Bihar, India 
Rev. and Mrs. William Hoke 
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter 
Miss Leora G. Yoder 
Miss Mary E. Stoner 
Barjora Mission: P. O. Barjora via Murliganj 
N. E. Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India 
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur L. Pye 
Miss Ruth E. Book 
Madhipura Mission: P. O. Madhipura, N. E. 
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India 
Miss Erma Z. Hare 
Dr. and Mrs. Lowell Mann 
Miss Mary Jane Shoalts 
Banmankhi Mission: P. O. Banmankhi, N. E. 
Railway, District Purnea, Rihar, India 
Rev. and Mrs. Charles E. Engle 
Purnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N. E. Railway, 
District Purnea, Bihar, India, in charge of 
Rev. Charles E. Engle 
Ulubaria Mission: P. O. Ulubaria, District 
Howrah, West Bengal, India 
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick 
"Anand Bhawan," 5/3 RoopN'agar, Delhi, India 
Rev. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith 
Japan 
122 Yamamoto-dori, 4 Chome, lkuta-Ku, 
Kobe, Japan 
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms 
11 Hijiwara, Hagi City, Yamaguchi, Japan 
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book 
2179 Higashi Fukagaiva, Nagato-shi, Yama-
guchi-ken, Japan 
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Graybill 
Cuba 
Cuatro Caminos, Habana Province, Cuba 
Rev. and Mrs. Howard Wolgemuth 
Rev. and Mrs. John Pawelski 
Missionaries on Furlough 
Bishop and Airs. Arthur Climenhaga, Gran-
tham, Penna. 
Rev. and Mrs. Graybill Brubaker, R.D.I, Box 
228, Roaring Springs, Penna. 
Miss Vekna Brillinger, Gormley, Ontario, 
Canada 
Rev. and Mrs. William R. Hoke, Pleasant 
Hill, Ohio 
Rev. and Mrs. George Bundy, 4411 Detroit 
St., Dearborn, Mich. 
Miss Esther G. Book, 280 Eighth Ave., Up-
land, Calif. 
Dr. and Mrs. George Paulus, Dillsburg, Pa. 
Miss Miriam Heise, c/o Mr. John C. Reesor 
R. 1, Unionville, Ontario, Canada 
Dr. R. Virginia Kaufman, 10312 Deep 
Creek Rd., Apple Valley, California 
Rev. and Mrs. Jesse F . Lady, Grantham, Pa. 
Miss Ruth Hunt, Washington Boro, Pa. 
Miss Nancy Kreider, c/o Herbert Kreider, 
R. D. 1, Palmyra, Penna. 
Miss Gladys Lehman, c/o Simon Lehman, 
R.D. 1, Carlisle, Penna. 
Miss Beulah Arnold, c/o Oscar Arnold, 
Knifley, Ky. 
*1-W and voluntary service workers 
Contr ibut ions to Missions Abroad 
send to: 
BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH 
Office of the Treasurer 
c /o Henry N. Hostetter, 
Washington Boro, Penna. 
Contr ibutions to Missions in America 
send to: 
Andrew Slagenweit 
West Milton, Ohio 
June 27, 1960 (IS) 
to the Christian and Missionary Alliance for a 
15-minute program each week. 
N. H. A. O F F I C E MOVES 
The office of the National Holiness Asso-
ciation moved to 1819 South Main Street, 
Elkhart, Indiana, from its interim office in 
Marion, Indiana, on June 3, 1960. The new 
president, the Reverend Kenneth E. Geiger, 
General Superintendent of the United Mis-
sionary Church, assumed the executive re-
sponsibilities of the office at that time. 
The move is in keeping with the shift in 
administrative procedures for the forthcoming 
year. The officers of the Executive Committee 
of the Board of Administration will be re-
sponsible for the duties formerly handled by 
the full-time executive director, Dr. Paul L. 
Kindschi. 
Dr. Kindschi retains his connection with 
the N. H. A. as a vice-president and conven-
tion manager. As such he announces that the 
1961 convention will be held at the Morrison 
Hotel in Chicago, April 4-6, 1961. 
MENNONITE CHURCH TO HOLD 6TH 
NATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION 
The Sixth Mennonite Church-Wide Sun-
day School Convention, sponsored by the Men-
nonite Commission for Christian Education, 
Scottdale, Pa., is scheduled to be held, Au-
gust 4-7, 1960, on the campus of Goshen Col-
lege, Goshen, Indiana, as reported by J. J. 
Hostetler, Peoria, Illinois, Secretary of Sunday 
Schools in the Mennonite Church. The Con-
vention will continue from Thursday evening 
until Sunday evening, providing two days of 
workshops and institutes with evening and 
Sunday sessions for public mass meetings. The 
last Convention, held four years ago at Goshen, 
was attended by over a thousand Sunday School 
workers from all areas of the Church in the 
United States and Canada, and by Missionaries 
from a number of foreign lands. 
Dr. William L. Howse, Nashville, Tennessee, 
Director of the Education Division of the Sun-
day School Board of the Southern Baptist Con-
vention, and former professor at Southwestern 
Baptist Theological Seminary at Fort Worth, 
Texas, will address the opening sessions of the 
Convention on Thursday evening and again on 
Friday morning. His topics are: "The Sunday 
School Awakening to World Need" and "Spir-
itual Unity, the Dynamic of Enlargement." Dr. 
Howse is the author of several Sunday School 
books and has been used a great deal as a Con-
vention speaker on Christian Education topics. 
AFRICAN MISSION CLOSED 
Tripoli, Libya ( E P ) - T h e clinic of the North 
Africa Mission here has been closd by order 
of the Director of the Libyan Ministry of the 
Interior. An official directive gave as the rea-
son: "Lack of reasons to justify its presence." 
Known locally as the Tripoli Medical Mis-
sion, the clinic has been treating more than 
300 people each clinic day, and has been the 
only evangelical missionary effort in Libya. Its 
history goes back to 1889 when it was first 
opened during the Turkish regime. 
Representations to the government by the 
Mission personnel and from friends both of-
ficial and unofficial have been unable to have 
the decree withdrawn. The missionaries at the 
station, Dr. and Mrs. Patrick McCarthy and 
Miss Vivian Bradshaw, R.N., have not been 
asked to leave. They continue to occupy the 
premises for residential purposes and quiet 
personal witness. 
SOUTHERN BAPTISTS IN 103RD 
ANNUAL MEETING 
Miami Beach, Fla. (EP)—Gathering here 
for their denomination's 103rd annual meeting, 
some 12,500 messengers (delegates) of the 
Southern Baptist Convention: 
Adopted a resolution introduced by former 
Representative Brooks Hays of Little Rock, 
Ark., calling on world leaders to base their 
peace negotiations on a "spiritual foundation." 
(16) 
Presented a vote of confidence to the Sun-
day School Board of the Convention, after a 
proposed resolution had urged that the Sun-
day School Board he directed "to sever all 
connections and relations with the National 
Council of Churches in the present affiliation in 
the uniform Sunday School lesson series." 
C & M A NAMES CANADIAN AS PRESIDENT 
Portland, Ore. (EP)—Meeting here for the 
63rd General Council of the Christian & Mis-
sionary Alliance, delegates: 
Elected the Rev. Nathan Bailey of Toronto, 
Ont., as president to succeed the Rev. H. L. 
Turner of New York, whose second three-year 
term expired this year. Rev. Mr. Bailey has 
been superintendent of the Eastern Canada 
district of the Alliance. Other officers elected 
included the Rev. K. C. Fraser of Pittsburgh, 
Pa., vice-president; and Aldon Schroeder of 
Harrisburg, Pa., secretary of publications. 
Voted to continue negotiations towards pos-
sible merger of the Alliance with the Mission-
ary Church Association. Unofficial negotiations 
have been under way between the two bodies 
for several years. The Alliance, with head-
quarters in New York, has a total membership 
of over 56,000. The Missionary Church Asso-
ciation, with headquarters at Ft. Wayne, Ind., 
has nearly 8,000 members. 
Adopted a budget of $3,876,000 for 1960, an 
increase of $168,000 over last year's total. 
MOODY PLANS N E W BUILDING 
Plans for the construction of a new academic 
building at Moody Bible Institute in Chicago 
were announced recently by Dr. William Cul-
bertson, president. This new four-story build-
ing will contain 20 classrooms, 43 faculty of-
fices, the audio-visual department and the mis-
sionary radio communications laboratories. Lo-
cated on the corner of Wells Street and Insti-
tute Place, it is expected to be ready for use 
in 1961. 
ANNOUNCE GRAHAM ITINERARY FOR 
REMAINDER OF YEAR 
Evangelist Billy Graham's itinerary for the 
balance of 1960 includes only one major cru-
sade in the United States: Washington, D.C., 
June 19-26 at Griffith Stadium. 
During July, Dr. Graham will be speaking in 
conferences and conventions in Rio de Janeiro 
and Europe. 
In August he will be joined in crusades in 
Switzerland by four associate evangelists: Roy 
Gustafson, Rev. Joe Blinco, Rev. Leighton 
Ford and Dr. Grady Wilson. 
Dates for the Switzerland meetings are: 
Berne, August 20-25; Zurich, August 27-28; 
Basel, August 26-31; Lausanne, August 29-
September 4. 
Meetings in September will be held in the 
following cities in Germany: Essen, Sept. 
10-16; Hamburg, Sept. 18-24; Berlin, Sept. 
26-Oct. 2. Immediately following his return 
to the States, Graham will be speaking to the 
Spanish-speaking people of New York City in 
Madison Square Garden. Oct. 7-9. (EP) 
SOUTHERN BAPTISTS VOTE RESOLUTION 
OPPOSING CATHOLIC PRESIDENT 
Miami Beach, Fla. (EP)—By voice vote, the 
Southern Baptist Convention has adopted a 
resolution opposing the election of a Catholic 
as President of the United States. 
"When a public official is inescapably bound 
by the dogma and demands of the church," 
said the resolution (which did not mention 
Sen. John Kennedy by name) , "he cannot con-
sistently separate himself from these. 
"This is especially true when that church 
maintains a position in open conflict with our 
established and constituted American pattern 
of life as specifically related to religious mar-
riage and the family, the perpetuation of free 
public schools, and the prohibition against use 
of public moneys for sectarian purposes." 
C. & M. A. ANNOUNCES GRADUATE 
SCHOOL OF MISSIONS 
Portland, Ore. ( E P ) - T h e 63rd General 
Council of the Christian and Missionary Al-
liance was told that the denomination will in-
augurate a graduate school of missions this 
fall at Nyack, N. Y. 
The 750 council delegates were told by the 
Rev. W. F. Smalley, Education Secretary of the 
Alliance, that the school would be named in 
honor of a pioneer missionary to the Far East, 
the Rev. Robert Jaffray. 
The Jaffray School of Missions will be in the 
same city where Dr. A. B. Simpson founder 
of the C. & M. A., more than 75 years ago 
established the first Bible school on the North 
American continent to train missionaries and 
pastors. 
CHURCH LEADERS ASK DRINKING 
BAN ON COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT 
Washington, D. C. (EP)—Thirteen promi-
nent Protestant Church leaders have joined in 
asking Congress to ban drinking on commer-
cial aircraft. 
In a letter headed "Churchmen for Air 
Safety," the clergymen urged Congress to close 
this "glaring gap in air safety," and said, "It is 
difficult to understand why no decisive action 
has yet been taken to eliminate the service and 
consumption of alcoholic beverages on com-
mercial airlines." 
Copies of the letter were addressed to 
Senate Majority Leader Lyndon B. Johnson 
(Dem., Tex.), Speaker Sam Rayburn (Dem., 
Tex.), Sen. Warren C. Magnuson (Dem., 
Wash.) , chairman, and other members of the 
Senate Commerce Committee, and Rep. Oren 
Harris (Dem., Ark.), chairman, and other 
members of the House Commerce Committee. 
Several bills which would ban drinking on 
passenger planes are pending in both houses. 
A recent regulation of the Federal Aviation 
Agency prohibits passengers from taking their 
own liquor aboard a plane and serving them-
selves, subject to a $1,000 fine, and also bars 
crew members from serving drinks to a pas-
senger who appears to be intoxicated. 
This regulation does not go far enough, the 
clergymen said, and puts "an impossible bur-
den" upon the crew. 
Signers of the petition to Congress included: 
the Rev. Dr. Eugene Carson Blake, Stated 
Clerk, the United Presbyterian Church in the 
U.S.A.; the Rev. Dr. Edwin T. Dahlberg, Presi-
dent, National Council of the Churches of 
Christ in the U.S.A.; the Rev. Dr. George L. 
Ford, Executive Director, the National Asso-
ciation of Evangelicals; the Rev. Dr. Herbert J. 
Gezork, President, American Baptist Conven-
tion; Bishop Gerald H. Kennedy, President, 
Council of Bishops, the Methodist Church; the 
Rev. Dr. Louie D. Newton, Minister, Druid 
Hills Baptist Church, Atlanta, Ga.; the Rev. Dr. 
Harold John Ockenga, Minister and Author, 
Park Street Church, Boston, Mass.; the Rev. 
Dr. Norman V. Peale, Minister and Author, 
Marble Collegiate Church, New York; the 
Rev. Dr. Daniel Poling, Minister, Editor of 
The Christian Herald, New York; the Rev. Dr. 
Ramsey Pollard, President, Southern Baptist 
Convention; the Rev. Dr. Fredrick A. Schiotz, 
President, Evangelical Lutheran Church; the 
Rev. Dr. Ernest Trice Thompson, Moderator, 
The Presbyterian Church in the U.S.; the Rev. 
Dr. Thomas F. Zimmerman, President, The 
National Association of Evangelicals, General 
Superintendent, Assemblies of God. 
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